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irina said she had always assumed that she would return to work immediately after giving
birth, and she couldn't understand why mario wouldn't want to work too. "if you're in a

position like me," she said, "it's not as if you can take a year off because if the child is born
prematurely, the outcome is not so good." this year, mario will return to work at the end of

february, but the couple are both aware that even if they can afford to leave veit with a
nanny, it's unlikely that anyone will be willing to take on the whole of the baby's waking
hours. mario said that he and irina had been lucky in that their son had been born in the

kind of period when jobs were available, and they had found a nanny with whom they were
still in contact. but that is likely to change soon. mario said that although irina's maternity
leave was being paid for by the state, he had ended up spending more on nannies than he
had expected. he said that he was taking a 10 percent pay cut while he was on leave, and
that having veit meant he had lost three months' wages. however, his financial situation

had improved in the past year, because he had made more money than he had expected.
he did not specify how much. they're still hoping to find a nanny with whom they can share
care, but they're also beginning to think about which other options they have. the couple

are open to the idea of daycare, but the charges will be much higher than at irina's daycare
center. mario is considering signing up to a program run by his work, where he would be in
contact with the center's staff but would not be required to work there. he is also thinking

of trying to find other, perhaps lower-paid, work.
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